How many contractors does
it take to remodel this house?

One. And we can also
screw in the light bulbs.

Efficiency and craftsmanship
under one roof.

Something special happens when you choose one of the nation’s leading remodelers

— time actually works for you. At HŌM Solutions, we handle every single aspect of

the renovation process in house, whether you simply need new paint, cabinets,

or an entire remodel from floor to ceiling in every room. Since every facet of your

project is handled by a HŌM Solutions service professional, you can expect a level of

craftsmanship and accountability you won’t find with other contractors. In fact, our

installers are certified by leading product manufacturers. And since they work for —

not with — a HŌM Solutions project manager, you can expect your project to stay on

schedule from start to finish. Perhaps the Better Business Bureau can speak best for

the results. They’ve awarded us with an A+ company rating.

Expect everything including
(or excluding) the kitchen sink.

Finally, a welcome choice for homeowners.
Perhaps you’d like to remodel your kitchen, the master bath, or both. Maybe you’d just like a
new color scheme to bring added warmth to the foyer. HŌM Solutions is the only contractor
you’ll ever need. We offer an array of colors, textures and finishes that will make your home
more alluring and engaging than you can imagine — at a price that works with your budget and
schedule. Our project managers make sure of it.

If you’re a real estate broker or asset manager,
here’s the way to maximize value and minimize time.
You may have an idea of the repairs your homes need before listing
them — but wouldn’t you rather be sure, for less expense? And
wouldn’t you like to have those homes ready sooner than expected?
At HŌM Solutions, we also specialize in pre-sale analysis. We’ll do
a thorough walk-through of your properties and provide a choice
of quality, cost-effective renovation options, from start to finish,
that will allow you to turn your homes from liabilities into assets —
without the need to consult multiple independent contractors.

Expert remodeling begins here.

Open the door to
all the services you need.

Kitchens and Bathrooms

Flooring

The value of kitchens and bathrooms is

HŌM Solutions isn’t just a flooring contractor,

unmistakable to homeowners and home-

but a flooring specialist that can transform

buyers alike. That’s why HŌM Solutions offers

the look and feel of any room. Whether you

everything you need to make the most of

prefer rustic or elegant, plush or polished,

these special rooms — including certification

the choice is yours. We offer a wide selection

from the National Kitchen and Bath Asso-

of hardwood, carpeting, tile, and so much

ciation. We can install flooring, countertops,

more — including special recognition from the

cabinetry, fixtures, molding, lighting and

Certified Flooring Installers Organization.

more, with diverse finishes from limestone and
brushed nickel to granite and cherry wood.

And Everything Else

And our design consulting services ensure the

HŌM Solutions covers residential

timeliness and results you’re looking for.

remodeling from floor to ceiling, all under
one roof. Because we understand the

Doors and Windows

appreciating value of homes, we even offer a

Wood, vinyl or aluminum; sliding or

comprehensive set of maintenance and repair

stationary; paneled or plain — HŌM Solutions

packages for grout and tile, carpeting, vinyl,

offers door and window selections designed

laminate, hardwood and cabinetry.

to fit the décor of your home, inside and out,
from leading manufacturers including Pella®
and Anderson.® Of course, you’ll also benefit
from the latest energy-saving designs.

Call 866-H O M -4001.
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Complete coverage
under one roof.

866-H O M -4001
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www.homsolutionsinc.com
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